Vascular tissue in the stem and roots of woody plants can conduct light
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Abstract
The role of vascular tissue in conducting light was analysed in 21 species of woody plants. Vessels, fibres (both xylem and phloem fibres) and tracheids in woody plants are shown to conduct light efficiently along the axial direction of both stems and roots, via their lumina (vessels) or cell walls (fibres and tracheids). Other components, such as sieve tubes and parenchyma cells, are not efficient axial light conductors. Investigation of the spectral properties of the conducted light indicated that far-red light was conducted most efficiently by vascular tissue. Light gradients in the axial direction were also investigated and revealed that conducted light leaked out of the light-conducting structures to the surrounding living tissues. These properties of the conducted light suggest a close relationship with metabolic activities mediated by phytochromes. The results therefore indicate not only that signals from the external light environment can enter the interior of stems above ground and are conducted by vascular tissue towards roots under ground, but also that the light conducted probably contributes directly to photomorphogenic activities within them.
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Introduction
Light is one of the most important environmental factors exerting great influences on the growth and development of plants via photosynthesis and photomorphogenesis. In this sense, plants are dependent on their light environment. However, plants themselves modify the light entering their interior to produce an internal light environment very different from that outside (for reviews, see Walter-Shea and Norman, 1991; Vogelmann, 1993). Because this internal light environment, as modified by plant tissues, is directly tuned to the light-related metabolic activities of the plant, knowledge of the optical properties of plant tissues is essential to understand the relationship between the internal light environment and the light-regulated metabolic activities inside plants.

The optical properties of plant tissues have so far been investigated mostly in the leaf and the seedling, because of their importance in photosynthesis and/or photomorphogenesis (for review see Vogelmann, 1994). The structures investigated have focused on leaf epidermis (Bone et al., 1985; Vogelmann et al., 1996) and structural modifications of its surface (Ehleringer et al., 1976; Reicosky and Hanover, 1978), palisade parenchyma (Fukshansky et al., 1991; Vogelmann and Han, 2000), spongy parenchyma (Terashima and Saeke, 1983; Fukshansky and Martinez, 1992), and foliar sclereids (Karabourniotis, 1998); and etiolated seedling tissues, such as those of cotyledons (Seyfried and Schäfer, 1983), mesocotyls (Kunzelmann and Schäfer, 1985) and coleoptiles (Parks and Poff, 1986; Kunzelmann et al., 1988). These tissues or cells are known to contribute in different ways to the formation of the internal light environment by modifying the incident light from its original quality (Kazarinova-Fukshansky et al., 1985; McClendon and Fukshansky, 1990; Turunen et al., 1999), quantity (Parks and Poff, 1986; Piening and Poff, 1988; Cui et al., 1991) and direction of conduction (Mandoli and Briggs, 1982a, b; Iino, 1990; Myers et al.,...
There were six gymnosperms (investigation, chosen from different phylogenetic groups and Twenty-one species of woody plants were used in the present Species investigated and preparation of plant materials. Vascular tissue is present in the largest quantity in the stem and root of woody plants, as xylem and phloem, and is known mostly for its functions of transporting water and nutrients within the plant and providing mechanical support. There has been some research on ‘bark and stem photosynthesis’, but reference to the light environment inside the woody stems dealt mainly with that directly beneath the periderm or epidermis, where chlorenchyma are abundantly present (Pfanz, 1999; Pfanz and Aschan, 2001), not with that of the main vascular tissue. In the investigations of the optical properties of the leaf, and of the stem and root of seedlings, the possible influence of vascular tissue on the internal light environment has always been neglected, probably because of the relatively small volume that they occupy. Therefore, the optical properties of vascular tissue and the internal light environment of woody stems and roots have yet to be characterized. In the present study, the stems and roots of woody seed plants have been investigated, focusing on the relationship of the optical properties of their vascular tissue to the conduction of light inside them. The aim was to clarify (i) the involvement of vascular tissue in light conduction along the axial direction of stems and roots, and (ii) the influence of vascular tissue on the intensity and spectral properties of the conducted light.

Materials and methods

Species investigated and preparation of plant materials

Twenty-one species of woody plants were used in the present investigation, chosen from different phylogenetic groups and representing a wide variety of structural characters of seed plants. There were six gymnosperms (Ginkgo biloba L., Pinus densiflora Siebold et Zucc., Cryptomeria japonica (L. F.) D. Don, Abies firma Siebold et Zucc., Chamaecyparis obtusa (Siebold et Zucc.) Endl. and Metasequoia glyptostroboides Hu et W.C. Cheng) and 15 woody dicotyledons, including 11 species with diffuse-porous xylem (vessels are diffuse and relatively uniform in transverse section)—Acer sieboldianum Blume, Pouteria caimitoilla (Thunb.) Deene., Fagus japonica Maxim., Aucuba japonica Thunb., Ilex serrata Thunb., Sapindus japonicum (Siebold et Zucc.) Pax et K. Hoffm., Rhododendron obtusum Planch., Photinia glabra × P. serratifolia, Salix triandra L. subsp. nipponica (Franch. et Sav.) A. K. Skvortssov, Aesculus turbinata Blume, and Camellia japonica L. var. hortensis) and four species with ring-porous xylem (large vessels are close to growth ring boundaries and small ones elsewhere)—Zelkova serrata (Thunb.) Makino, Quercus crispula Blume, Acer triloba (Thunb.) Koidz., and Wisteria floribunda Willd. They were collected freshly from woodlands near the laboratory in the summer and autumn of 2001 and 2002. Stem, root and stem–root transition zones (containing both lower stem and upper root) were investigated: three stem lengths for each species, two stem–root transition lengths for 12 species and two root lengths for six species. Each length was 20 cm long by 0.5–3.0 cm in diameter. A smooth transverse surface was made at the lower cut end with a sharp razor blade. Trimming and subsequent measurements were performed rapidly to obviate any effects of desiccation. After all the measurements, there was routine tissue sectioning of the materials investigated to identify the cell types involved in light conduction.

Experimental apparatus and measurements of optical properties of vascular tissue

The apparatus for detecting light conduction in plant tissues is illustrated in Fig. 1. A length of stem, root, or stem–root transition zone with the transversely cut lower end downwards, was inserted into a box through a hole in the top and sealed with black gum to exclude extraneous light. The light source was a microscope halogen lamp, which unilaterally illuminated the protruding stump, via a light guide at a site 2–4 cm from the lower cut end. Illumination was performed at incident angles of 30° (oblique), 60° (oblique) and 90° (horizontal) with the axis of the stem or root. The image of the conducted light at the surface of the lower cut end was observed using a microscope attached to a far-red light-sensitive CCD camera (Wat-902H, Watec Corp., Japan). Video signals were fed into an image processing system (Argus-20 and Aquacosmos version 1.10, Hamamatsu Photonics K. K., Japan), which was used to clarify the differences in the efficiency of light conduction of the different cell types within the vascular tissue.

To evaluate the effect of vascular tissue on the quantitative and qualitative characteristics of the conducted light, the intensity gradients and spectra of the light transmitted through the stem or root lengths were measured with the same apparatus under the horizontal (90°) and oblique (30° and 60°) illuminations, respectively. Light intensity gradients were measured in units of W m⁻² by fixing a light meter (LI-250, Li-Cor Inc., USA) directly under the cut end in place of the microscope lens and by adjusting the distance of the illumination site with respect to the cut end at intervals of 0.5 cm or 1.0 cm. The spectral properties of the transmitted light were investigated in the same way, by replacing the light meter with a photonic multi-channel analyser (PMA-11, Hamamatsu). In addition to the horizontal and oblique illuminations, axial illumination through a 15 mm long length was also made in the investigation of the spectral properties. Spectra of both the transmitted and incident light were measured and their ratio was calculated to analyse the transmission efficiency of the vascular tissue across the spectral region investigated during axial conduction. The spectrum of transmitted light was also measured using the horizontal, oblique (30° and 60°) and axial illumination with monochromatic incident light, from 410–880 nm at intervals of 10–20 nm, which was obtained, respectively, by inserting a series of narrow band pass interference filters (8–12 nm half band-width) between the light guide and the sample. The intensity of all monochromatic incident light was kept close using neutral density filters. The spectrum of the light transmitted from the 15 mm long length of the stem or root was also measured under sunlight, in order to verify the spectral properties of the light conducted in the stem and root in a natural light environment.

Results

Vascular tissue in all the species investigated conducted light axially along both stem (Fig. 2A–C, H) and root
acquired images are analysed with the aid of a personal computer (D). Magnified by a microscope and recorded with a CCD camera (C). The surface of its cut end (B). Light transmitted from the cut surface is perceived at a certain angle (A). Light conducted by the plant tissue reaches the illumination source at a distance of conduction through a light guide at a particular angle (45°) or root (Fig. 3C, D). Tracheids, too, generally showed a season-dependent capacity for light conduction, especially in stems: much more efficient light conduction occurred in the thicker-walled tracheids formed in summer and autumn than those formed in spring (Figs 2I, 3D).

In *Pinus densiflora*, efficient light conduction was also observed in the lumen of the resin canals in the vascular tissue of its stems and roots.

Parenchyma cells in the etiolated seedlings of some herbaceous species are known to function in the axial conduction of light (Mandoli and Briggs, 1982a, b, 1984a, b). In the vascular tissue of woody species, parenchyma cells include those in phloem, and the ray cells and axial parenchyma cells in xylem (Fahn, 1990). In the present study, parenchyma cells conducted light much less efficiently along the axial direction of both stems and roots (Figs 2D–F, 3B), compared with vessels and fibres. Other cell types classified as vascular tissue, such as sieve tube elements and companion cells, did not conduct light efficiently in either stems or roots (Fig. 2G).

Light intensity is a key parameter of the light environment within plant tissues. However, the exact measurement of light intensity at any particular location inside plant tissues has not yet been possible (Vogelmann et al., 1991; Karabourniotis, 1998). By measuring the intensities of light transmitted axially by stems and roots, it has proved possible to evaluate the effect of vascular tissue on the intensity of the conducted light. In the species investigated, light was attenuated during its axial conduction along stems and roots whatever the angle of the illumination. There was a negative linear relationship between the logarithmic value of light intensity and the distance of conduction (Fig. 4). The slopes of the regression lines varied from −1.2 to −0.8 in the stems (Fig. 4A) and roots (Fig. 4B) of the species investigated. This pattern of attenuation demonstrates that vascular tissue is neither an efficient light guide, in which the intensity of light should change little during conduction, nor a complete scatterer of light, in which the attenuation of light should conform to Rayleigh scattering and occur to a much greater extent. This pattern of light attenuation indicates that vascular tissue in both stems and roots is best considered as a leaky light guide. Light leaks out of the light-conducting structures (i.e. vessels, fibres and tracheids) to the surrounding tissues, even reaching the outside of stems or roots, as it is conducted axially. Despite the same pattern of attenuation, it was found that more light...
was conducted in the stems and roots when the incident light was introduced at an angle more parallel to the axis.

The spectral properties of light have a direct influence on the light-related physiological activities of plants. To clarify the spectral properties of vascular tissue, the ratio of transmitted light (Fig. 5B) to incident light (Fig. 5A) at each wavelength was obtained in order to express the conducting efficiency of vascular tissue across the spectrum (Fig. 5D–I). In the spectral range investigated (192–952 nm), it was found that there were few obvious differences in the spectral properties of vascular tissue in different parts of the stems or roots of the same species, among different species, and whatever the angle of illumination. The far-red and near infra-red region (beyond 720 nm) was always the most efficiently conducted region in both stems (Fig. 5D, F, H) and roots (Fig. 5E, G, I) of the species investigated. Relatively, light in the visible and ultraviolet regions was poorly conducted by vascular tissue despite the higher transmission efficiency in the ultraviolet region than in the visible region. However, solar radiation contains little ultraviolet light compared with the visible light, and also has a rapid intensity decrease beyond the red

Fig. 2. Examples of images of light transmitted from the transverse end of stem vascular tissue under the horizontal illumination (incident angle at 90° to the stem axis). (A) More efficient axial light conduction in vascular tissue (vt) than in pith (pi) in one-year-old stem of Aesculus turbinata. (B) Light conduction in ring-porous xylem of Wisteria floribunda. (C) Light conduction in diffuse-porous xylem of Salix triandra subsp. nipponica. (D) Spring-formed xylem tissues in W. floribunda, showing efficient light-conducting fibres (fi) and vessels (ve), inefficient light-conducting rays (ra) and axial parenchyma (pa), and involvement of vessel lumina and fibre walls in light conduction. (E) More efficient light conduction in vessels (ve) and fibres (fi) than in rays (ra) or axial parenchyma (pa) in summer- and autumn-formed xylem tissues of W. floribunda. (F) Light conduction in diffuse-porous xylem of Acer sieboldianum, showing more efficient light conduction in fibres (fi) and vessels (ve) than in rays (ra) and axial parenchyma (pa). (G) Most efficient light conduction in phloem fibres (fi) in phloem (ph) of Aesculus turbinata. (H) Light conduction in stem of Chamaecyparis obtusa, a gymnosperm species. (I) Light conduction via tracheid walls in xylem of C. obtusa, showing more efficient light conduction in tracheids formed in summer and autumn (lw) than in those formed in spring (ew). Scale bars: 1 mm in (A), (B) and (H); 300 μm in (C); and 100 μm in (D–G) and (I).
and far-red regions. Experiments with sunlight as incident light verified that the spectral region, usually from 720–910 nm, was the predominant region conducted in the vascular tissue of the stems and roots (Fig. 5C).

To verify that the far-red and near infra-red spectral properties of the conducted light are not derived from some fluorescent effect of plant tissues, a selection of monochromatic light sources from 410–880 nm, at intervals of 10–20 nm, were used as the incident light, and the spectral properties of the light transmitted by samples of stems and roots were compared. It was found that far-red light and near infra-red light were detected in the transmitted light from the lower cut end of stems or roots only when they were included in the incident light source (Fig. 6A): no transmitted light was detected with incident monochromatic light outside this range (Fig. 6B, C). This result verifies that the far-red light and near infra-red light conducted in the vascular tissue of stems and roots comes from the surrounding solar radiation.

**Discussion**

*The involvement of vascular tissue in light conduction and axial light-conducting paths in stems and roots*

It is well known that vascular tissue functions to transport water and nutrients and to support plants mechanically, and that these functions depend greatly on the structural specializations of certain of its components (Esau, 1977; Fahn, 1990). Vessels are formed by the axial linkage of vessel elements and the dissolution of their end walls, and are thus long, continuous tubes of relatively large diameters, facilitating axial water conduction within plants. Fibres and tracheids are axially-elongated, thick-walled cells, considered to contribute mainly to the mechanical strength of both stem and root. Tracheids are also the main route for water conduction in gymnosperms. The present investigation demonstrates a newly discovered role of vascular tissue in the stems and roots of woody plants: involvement in axial light conduction. The components of vascular tissue (vessels, fibres and tracheids) conduct light via their lumina (vessels) and lateral walls (fibres and tracheids) (Figs 2, 3). Thus, it is suggested...
here that the structural specializations of the vessels, fibres and tracheids can also be considered as adaptations for axial light conduction, in both stems and roots, in addition to those for water transport and mechanical support.

Light conduction in plant tissues and cells has not yet been clarified, but recent investigations strongly suggest that the efficiency of plant tissues for light conduction is closely related to their structural characteristics. Efficient light conduction has so far been reported in the sclereids of leaves (Karabourniotis et al., 1994; Karabourniotis, 1998) and the axial parenchyma cell rows of etiolated seedlings (Mandoli and Briggs, 1982a, b). It is believed that thick walls are relatively homogeneous and have a higher refractive index, compared with the cytoplasm. The thick-walled structures of foliar sclereids have light-conducting properties similar to those of a light guide, and light may be propagated by internal reflections within their thick walls (Karabourniotis et al., 2000). The light conduction observed in the thick walls of fibres and tracheids probably occurs by a similar mechanism to that in the walls of foliar sclereids. Furthermore, the axially elongated structure of individual fibres and tracheids presumably facilitates the conduction of light over longer distances, and their tapered and intertwining ends should also facilitate light conduction from one fibre to another. All these structural characteristics of fibres and tracheids may be believed to contribute to efficient light conduction along the axial direction of stems and roots.

**Fig. 5.** Examples of spectral region-specific light conduction in stems and roots of several representative species. (A) Spectrum of incident light source (a microscope halogen lamp). (B) Transmission spectrum of a 15 mm long stem length of *Acer sieboldianum* under the axial illumination of the incident light (A). (C) Transmission spectrum of a 15 mm long stem length of *A. sieboldianum* under sunlight. (D–I) Ratio of transmission spectra to incident light spectra on axial illumination of a 15 mm long length of stem or root, showing the differences of light-conducting efficiency of vascular tissue across the spectral region investigated. (D), (F) and (H) are stems. (E), (G) and (I) are roots. (D) *Quercus crispula*, a dicotyledon species with ring-diffuse xylem. (E) *Zelkova serrata*, a dicotyledon species with ring-porous xylem. (F) *Salix triandra* subsp. *nipponica*, a dicotyledon species with diffuse-porous xylem. (G) *Photinia glabra* × *P. serratifolia*, a dicotyledon species with diffuse-porous xylem. (H) *Pinus densiflora*, a gymnosperm species. (I) *Metasequoia glyptostroboides*, a gymnosperm species. Arbitrary units in light intensity are used for comparison of spectral shapes.
In the coleoptiles and mesocotyls of etiolated seedlings, axially-elongated parenchyma cells form long axial rows by the connections of their end walls. When light enters the interior of these cell rows at certain angles, it can be efficiently propagated via their cytoplasm and vacuoles by multiple reflections between the lateral walls (Mandoli and Briggs, 1982a, b, 1984a, b). Vessel elements have a similar structural arrangement to that of these axial parenchyma cells. Meanwhile, the end walls of vessel elements dissolve as they mature, and their diameter is much larger. It is therefore reasonable to assume that light conduction in vessels occurs by similar means; that is, light entering the vessel interior should travel along the lumen by the reflections between the lateral walls.

These results also revealed that the parenchyma cells, sieve tube elements and companion cells etc. in vascular tissue are not involved in axial light conduction (Figs 2, 3). That may also be attributed to their structural characteristics. These cells are similar in some structural respects to the parenchyma cells in leaves: they vary in size, are spherical, oval or irregular in shape, have an irregular arrangement with diverse orientations of cell walls, contain pigments and have inhomogeneous cytoplasm. In leaves, these characteristics of parenchyma cells are believed to lead to the existence of many interfaces within and between cells when light passes through them. At these interfaces, multiple reflections and refractions scatter even the collimated incident light into an isotropic light environment just within a very short distance below the epidermis (DeLucia et al., 1992). Absorption due to the presence of pigments in parenchyma cells greatly attenuates the internal light intensity (Cui et al., 1991; Myers et al., 1994). The similarities of both foliar parenchyma cells and those cells of the vascular tissue, render them inefficient at conducting light.

In summary, the present study demonstrates that (i) incident light striking stems and roots can penetrate into the interior; and (ii) there are structural axial light-conducting paths within the stems and roots of woody plants. Light entering the cell walls of fibres and tracheids at certain angles can be conducted along the axial direction of stems and roots because of their light-guiding properties. Light entering the vessel lumina at certain angles is also conducted along vessels via reflections between their lateral walls, while light passing through parenchyma cells, etc., is scattered by multiple reflections and refractions and is not efficiently conducted. Also, incident light arriving at different angles is finally propagated axially along the stem and root. However, illumination that is more parallel to the stem axis always leads to the conduction of more light in vascular tissue.

**Photomorphogenic significance of the internal light environment in stems and roots**

Vessels, fibres and tracheids enable far-red light and near infra-red light to be efficiently conducted along stems and roots, and the spectral properties of the surrounding solar radiation enable the light from 720–910 nm to be the predominant spectral region conducted in stems and roots in the terrestrial light environment (Figs 5, 6). There are presumably a number of factors contributing to this specific spectrum of internally transmitted light, but few details are clear. Chlorophylls are among the candidates for the absorption of visible light, leaving light of longer wavelengths to be conducted axially. Further investigations are now in progress.

Despite the efficient light conduction in stems and roots, the main light-conducting components (vessels, fibres and tracheids) of vascular tissue are dead by the time maturation is complete, so no light-related metabolic activities are possible. However, the attenuation patterns of the conducted light in an axial direction indicate the leaky
light guide properties of these light conductors, and the conducted light can leak to the surrounding tissues (Fig. 4). The other living tissues in the phloem and xylem are thus bathed in an internal far-red and near infrared light environment. The far-red composition contained in the internal light environment suggests some photomorphogenic significance in the stems and roots.

There are several intrinsic photoreceptors in plants that regulate their processes of growth and development, with specific photoreceptors reacting to certain specific wavelengths (Briggs and Olney, 2001). Phytochromes are a family of photoreceptors related to far-red light, and perceive light signals by red light ($P_r$) and far-red light absorbing ($P_{fr}$) forms with a maximal absorption at 660 nm and 730 nm, respectively. Phytochrome-mediated responses are classified into three main types according to the energy and duration of irradiance necessary: low-fluence response (LFR), very low-fluence response (VLFR) and high-irradiance response (HIR). Far-red light is involved in all of these phytochrome-mediated photomorphogenic responses at these different energy levels by changing $P_{fr}/P_r$ ratio in LFR (for a review see Fankhauser, 2001), triggering VLFR directly as one of the spectral compositions (Botto et al., 1996; Shinomura et al., 1996), and causing FR-HIR (Hartmann, 1966; Whitelam et al., 1993; Shinomura et al., 2000).

The present study has revealed the existence of the far-red light inside stems and roots under the natural light environment, which bathes the living cells and is therefore likely to drive certain phytochrome-mediated responses. Since the light is attenuated during axial conduction, there will be an axial far-red light gradient when light is conducted from the stems to the roots, below ground. This light gradient may be expected to relate to various phytochrome-mediated photomorphogenic responses according to the energy of irradiance, and in the axial direction along roots, light environments suitable for the various kinds of phytochrome responses (HIR, LFR and VLFR) should thus exist. Consequently, the different photomorphogenic responses probably all occur in roots, of juvenile woody plants at least, at different depths in the ground. In recent investigations, similar properties of light conduction have been clarified in many herbaceous species, and have been shown to influence the expression levels of some specific genes in Arabidopsis thaliana (Q Sun, K Sato-Nara, H Suzuki et al., unpublished data). Thus, the regulation of growth and development of stems and roots in woody plants should be understood not only in terms of the indirect consequences of the physiological effects in other parts (such as buds and leaves), but also in terms of the direct contribution of light signal perception within the stems and roots themselves. Stems and roots themselves, therefore, require careful investigation for direct effects on phytochrome-mediated growth and development.
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